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Abstract 

As human Face is Dynamic Object having a high degree of variability in its                                                                      

appearance   that makes face detection a difficult problem in computer vision. In Many 

Application Face Detection is a Valuable Topic. But Some Factors like Illumination and 

Pose variation, existence of occlusion and orientation decrease the Performance. Due to 

these factors change the global facial appearance. However there are number of methods that 

the faces in images and image sequence are localized. Face detection is used in many 

application like face recognition, expression recognition, Biometric, Facial feature detection 

etc. In this paper we discuss the various methods of face detection. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Human make use of face as an important clue for identifying people.  Human face detection 

is concerned with finding the location and size of every human face in a given image. Face 

detection plays a very important role in human computer interaction field.  Face detection has 

attracted many researchers because it has a wide area of applications. Face Detection is the 

first step of any face processing system like face recognition system, surveillance system, 

Biometric, low enforcement system, security system etc.. The aim of face detection is to 

identify the location of the face from image. Detecting faces from an image is very 

challenging task because of there are number of speed breakers like variation in scale, 

location angle, orientation and pose[23] [25] [26]. Facial expression, occlusion like masking, 

wearing sun glasses, wearing or growing mustache and beard, the illumination, complex 

background. These types of speed breakers degrade the performance of face detection. 

 

There are number of systems used for face detection. Detection rate and the number of false 

positives and number of false negatives are important factors in evaluating face detection 

systems. Detection rate is the ratio of number of faces correctly detected by the system and 

the actual number of faces in the image. False positive means number of objects detected 

which are not human faces. And false negative means numbers of human faces are not 

detected. 

 

2 DETECTING FACES IN SINGLE IMAGE 

 

The techniques of face detection are classified into following four categories: 

Knowledge based method [1] 
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This method is related to the knowledge of common rules about human facial features. For 

example two eyes are symmetric with each other, a nose, a mouth and relationships between 

them in terms of distance, position. This method is best generally for frontal face detection. 

But the problem is there to translate the human knowledge into common rules and to detect 

faces in different poses. 

 

Template based method [2] [3] 

A standard face pattern is predefined by a function and predefined standard face pattern is 

used to match with the segments in the image to determine whether they are faces or not. To 

find the face is present in any image or not, correlation values with the standard face patterns 

are found out. But this method is fail with the variation in scale, shape, facial expression. 

 

Feature based method [4] [5] [6] 

This method is depends on the extraction of the facial features which are independent of pose 

and other factors. Features like skin color, shape, texture, edges, and facial features like 

mouth, eye, nose etc... Skin color is also important feature. Textures of human faces have a 

special texture that can be used to separate them from different objects. Facial features 

method depends on detecting features of the face. Some users use the edges to detect the 

features of the face and then grouping the edges. Multiple features methods use several 

combined facial features to locate or detect faces. First find the face by using features like 

skin color, size and shape and then verifying these candidates using detailed features such as 

eye, nose etc...Every person has different skin color but for skin color detection appropriate 

color space is selected by research. Using facial features face detection is done. In these 

methods are fail with illumination, occlusion and noise. 

 

Appearance based method [7] 

This is known as Machine learning method, which is learned from the set of training images 

which show the representative variability of facial appearance. It uses training algorithms to 

classify regions into face or non-face classes .These techniques depends on multi-resolution 

window scanning to detect faces, so these techniques have high detection rates but slower 

than the feature based techniques. 

 

2.1 Knowledge based methods 

This method is related to the basic knowledge of the face. It is also related to the basic rules 

of human face. Like a human face has two eyes, a nose, a mouth, two eyes are symmetrical 

with each other , a nose is the center point of the face and mouth is just below the face. The 

face is detected using the geometrical relationship between these facial features. In this 

method one problem is conversion of human knowledge to defined rules. If the rules are 

complicated then it is difficult to detect the face and they may give false positive which 

decrease the performance of the face detection. If the face is in different pose then also not 

satisfied the defined rules. 

 

Yang and Huang used sequential knowledge based method to detect the human face [1]. 

There are three levels of rules in this method. At level 1 the lowest resolution image is 

searched for face components and these are further processed for another resolution. At level 

2 local histogram equalization performed and then edge detection is performed. At level 3 

surviving components areas are evaluated with another set of rules that respond to facial 

features like eyes and mouth. 60 images are tested, this system located faces in 50 while there 

are 28 images in which wrong detection appear. But in this method face detection rate is low. 
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2.2 Template based method 

A standard face pattern is predefined by a function and predefined standard face pattern is 

used to match with the segments in the image to determine whether they are faces or not.The 

correlation values with standard patterns are computed for the face contour, eyes ,nose and 

mouth independently. 

 

Craw et al presented the face detection method based on a shape template of a frontal view 

face[2]. First the edge detection is performed using sobel filter. Extracted edges are grouped 

together to search for the template of a face based on several constraints. After the main 

contour is extracted, the same process is repeated for eyes,mouth and eyebrows. 

 

Miao et al presented a step by step template matching technique for face detection [3]. At the 

first stage input image is rotated from -20 degree to 20 degree with step of 5 degree to handle 

the rotated faces. The edges are extracted using laplacian operater after formation of 

multiresolution image hierarchy. Then the face template is consist due to edges for six facial 

features, there are two eyebrows, two eyes, one nose, one mouth. At last heuristics are 

applied to detect the face. The result of this method is better for single face image as well as 

for multiple face images. 

 

2.3 Feature based method 

Facial features like eyes, nose, mouth, and hair line are detected using edge detectors. Based 

on detected features, a statistical model is developed to find out their relationship and to 

verify the existence of the face. In these methods are fail with illumination, occlusion and 

noise. 

 

2.3.1 Facial features 

Md.Mahendi Hasan,Md.Foisal Hossain used the color based segmentation method to detect 

the facial features like mouth and eyes [4]. Specific range of the color is used like eye 

detection black and white color range is used. For mouth region localization following rules 

are used.  

Mouth map=Cr
2
*(Cr

2
-η*

𝐶𝑟

𝐶𝑏
)                                       (1) 

Where Cb and Cr are chrominance. 

And for eye region    Cr bar=255-Cr is used, because Eyes are detected by gray scale image. 

Chrominance and luminance components are calculated to build an eye map. 

The accuracy of this method for face detection, eyes detection and mouth detection is 

99.07%, 98.61% and 96.3% respectively. 

 

Rong Wang,XiaoGang Yang used geometry based method for feature detection [5]. The 

eye searching is started from geometry central point in the binary face image, when 

reaching a connected area the size and location of this area are judged, it will be preserved 

if suitable for the eye characters or else discarded. The nose is detected at the line which is 

vertical to the connective line between the two eye central points. The central points of 

mouth and nose are in same line, and the mouth is below the nose , the mouth is founded 

and located according to a fixed length range and the position of central point of nose. 

 

Yao-Jiunn Chen,Yen-Chun Lin used some intensity ranges for hair detection[6]. Intensity 

element is available for evaluating the brightness of an image; the hair color is specified to be 

in the range of dark. 

Now the range for the hair color detection is 

I<80 and (B –G < 15 or B-R < 15) and 20 < H <=40 
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Where, 

(B –G < 15 or B-R < 15) represent deep blue hair color pixels. 

I < 80 represents pixels which are dark. 

20 < H <=40 represents pixels which are brown. 

 

2.3.2 Texture 

Human faces have a different texture that can be used to separate them from different 

components. Augustine and skufca developed a method that determines the presence of face 

using texture [7]. 

 

2.3.3 Skin Color 

Skin detection is very important in many applications like face detection to hand tracking. 

Different people have different skin color due to several studies the difference lies between 

their brightness rather than their chrominance. There are number of color spaces for skin 

detection like RGB [8] [9] [10] [21], normalized RGB [11] [12], HSV [13] [14] [22], YCbCr 

[15], YIQ [16], YES [17], CIE XYZ [18] . 

 

2.4 Appearance based method 

In template based method the templates are predefined by the experts but in this method the 

templates are learned using the number of images. So this method is called machine learning 

process like eigenface, neural network, support vector machine etc... 

 

2.4.1 Eigenfaces[24] 

M. Kirby and L. Sirovich presented eigenface method based on principle component analysis 

on a training set of face images applied to generate the eigenfaces which span a facespace of 

the image space[19]. Images of the faces are projected onto the face space and clustered and 

also  non face images are projected onto the same face space and clustered. Due to that the 

face images are not changed radically but the non face images appear quite different. To 

detect the face, the distance between an image region and the face space is computed for all 

location of the image which is called face map. So a face is detected from the local minima of 

the face map. 

 

2.4.2 Neural Networks 

Main application of the neural network is pattern recognition. It is feasible for face detection 

so number of neural network architectures have been proposed. 

Agui et al proposed step by step neural network method [20]. In first stage there are two sub 

networks in which the inputs are intensity values from input image and intensity values from 

filtered image using sobel filter. In second stage geometric moments , standard deviation of 

the pixel values in the input pattern, a ratio of the number of white pixels to the total number 

of binarized pixels in a window are extracted. The output is the presence of face in the input 

region. But due to this method the faces are detected if the sizes of faces in the test images are 

same. 

 

3. CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper , the survey of some face detection methods are provided. The face detection 

methods are classified in four categories. From the survey of some papers, there is a lack of 

uniformity in how the methods are evaluated. So it is injudicious to declare which methods 

provides lowest error rate. If the methods are systematically evaluated then possible to 
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increase the performance. For that more and more users should try to solve which methods 

are competitive in which domains. 

We can say that the robust face detection method should be effective under variation in: 

different lighting, pose, partial occlusion, orientation, different facial expression and presence 

of structural components like glasses, beard, mustache, different hair styles. 
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